
A picture is worth a thousand words, and the picture-based

display of the new Thinline Series Icon Keypad says a lot

about how simple it is to use your alarm system. 

easy-to-see Pictures on the crisp LCD

display guide you as you set up, arm, and disarm

the system.  

affordability with style Thinline’s

design and features make it right for both

home and office. The keypad offers the

same flexibility, features, and distinctive

style as our standard keypads, but with

a pictorial LCD display that makes it the

easiest and most economical choice.

easy-to-use  One-button shortcut keys make frequently used

functions like system arming fast and simple—no need to be scared

of your alarm system. Successful system changes are confirmed with

a “success beep,” while you’re warned with a four-beep warning tone

if you make a mistake.

hear and see alerts In addition to

sounding distinctive alarms for access,

burglary, and fire alarms, the keypad backlighting changes from

green to red during an alarm.

save time and phone calls The exclusive cancel/verify

feature prompts you to cancel or verify (confirm) an alarm right

at the keypad. This saves you time in having to call the moni-

toring station to cancel the alarm, or wait for their call. The

cancel/verify feature also allows you to turn off the audible

what you see is what you get. 

ThinlineTM Series Icon Keypads 
available in white, ivory, and black.

notification without turning off the alarm system and canceling the alert to the monitoring 

station.  Other systems shut down as you silence the alarm. 

forget about access codes With the optional proximity disarming functionÑsimply wave

a proximity card or token in front of the keypad to 

instantly disarm a door.



easy-to-use, easy-to-see, easy-on-the-wallet

Icon display provides
simple, intuitive 
operation

Easy-to-use one-button
shortcut keys simplify
operations

Two-button panic keys
provide instant security
notification to the 
monitoring center

Distinct sound 
patterns indicate
type of alarm 
so you can hear 
the alert

Built and tested in the USA to 
assure quality and reliability

Optional codeless 
operation with proximity
token or card

Sleek low-profile
design available in
three color choices

For an authorized dealer near you 
contact DMP at 800-641-4282
www.dmp.com

For full disclosure on DMP products  and approval 

listings: www.dmp.com
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